In 2003, a stroke left Henry Evans mute and quadriplegic. Last year, Georgia Institute of Technology researcher Charlie Kemp developed a robotic arm that Evans directs by moving his head. It uses tactile "skin" to feel
its way without damaging the environment. Software tunes the robot's sense of touch, allowing it to gently make contact with an object and intelligently maneuver within clutter. Kemp says that giving robots the sensation of touch "humanizes" them.
Touch
As we breathe, molecules of all sorts are drawn into the nasal passage, tickling receptors in our mucous membrane that match an odor to a learned scent. A Swedish creation called the Gasbot has the robot version of a nose, though it knows just one smell. Equipped with a laser beam tuned to the wavelength of light commonly absorbed by methane, Gasbot can detect gas leaks at concentrations as low as 5 parts per million.
Smell
Alcohol doesn't give robots a thrill, but one in Spain has an electronic tongue that diferentiates between six types of beer. A Japanese team has built a bot capable of distinguishing wines by bathing them in infrared light and analyzing the absorption patterns. The same robot also "tasted" human body odor and pronounced it to be closest to bacon.
Taste

GETTING A FEEL FOR THE WORLD
To be fully autonomous, robots must be able to make sense of their surroundings. Forget joie-de-vivre sensations like Robert Browning's "yellow half-moon large and low" over a "warm sea-scented beach." Designing mundane, practical sensors for robots has proven to be a formidable challenge. 
